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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a high-energy, twelve-channel laser facillty
(DELFIN) intended for hlgh-temperature heating of thermonuclear targets
with spherical symnetry. The facility includes a neodymium-glass laser
with the ultimate radiation energy of 10 kJ, a pulse length of approxi-
mately 10-10 to 10-9 s, beam divergence of 5 x 10-4 radians, a vacuum
chamber in which laser radiation interacts with the plasma, and a sys-
tem of diagnostic instrumentation for the observation of laser beam and
plasma parameters. Described are the optical scheme and construction
details of the laser facility. Presented is an analysis of focusing
schemes for target irradiation and described IS the focusing scheme of
the DELFIN facillty, which is capable of attaining a high degree of
spherical symmetry in irradiating targets with maximum beam intensity
at the target surface of approximately 1015 W/CM2. This PaPer examines
the most important problems connected with the physical investigations
of thermonuclear laser plasma and the basic diagnostic problems involved
in their solution.

NOMENCLATURE EOP -

LTS -

VW -

‘L -
ZG -

K-

%-
LPKU -

MKU -

MLU -

PKU -

RLP -

5P -

Uv -

Laser-initiated (controlled) thermonuclear

fusion

Final amplification stage

Final laser energy

Pulse generator

Amplification coefficient for the stage

Contrast coefficient for radiation

Linear preampliflcation stage

High-energy amplification stage

High-energy laser facility

Preampllfication stage

Laser-triggered spark gap

Component beam

Shock wave

B-

AT -

n-

n-
e

q-

s-

YAG -

a-

E-

E-
pr

u-

fl-

Electro-optical transformer

Brightness

Time separation of different beams

Beam splitting coefficient

Electron density

Energy density in the beam

(Rear apical interval) Focal length

Yttrium-aluminum garnet

Beam divergence

Specific plasma energy

Beam stability in the glass

Fill coefficient for area of the target

Overall solid angle of convergence of laser

radiation on target.



During the past number of years’ In laser-con-

trolled thermonuclear fusion research, significant

attention was devoted to the construction of power-

ful laser systems for spherically symmetric irradla-

ticm of plasmaz-a and to the diagnostic instrumenta-

tion for the study of its parameters.
9-[6

Analysis

of different laser-fusion concepts
17-26

indicates

that for the achievement of thermonuclear fusion

with the gain coefficient I+#EL ~ 1-103 it is

necessary to attain a laser beam ene~~y EL ~ 104-

106 J with a pulse length of TL~ 10 -10 ns. In

addition, the laser beams in these systems should

possess the following specific properties: a high

level of radiation contrast (% 107-109), low beam

divergence (~ 10-3), multiple-beam output, synchron-

ization of optical paths, and possibility to vary

the pulse shape and length.

AS was shown in Ref. 27, in actual multichannel

laser systems the output energy EL is bounded on one

side by conditions dictated by the Increase of beam

divergence with the increasing number of amplifica-

tion stages, and on the other side by the necessity

to heat a prescribed target mass to the required

specific internal energy level. In addition to

these requirements, the obtainable laser energy out-

put depends essentially on the ccastruction schema

of high-energy amplification stages, which, to a

large degree, determines the attainable beam dlver-

gencejon the energy deposition regime and on the

detailed structure of the target. The necessity of

high radiation contrast level follows frcin the

necessity to effectively heat thin-walled targets

which can be vaporized with a prepulse energy of as

little as% 10-3 J. The requirements of a multi-

channel system and optical path synchronization

follow frcm the necessity to achieve a high degree

of spherical syrnnetry in target irradiation (’N l,%),

which is necessary
20,24,25

to attain high compres-

sion.

Above considerations were taken into account

in the construction of the here-described high-

energy, 12-channel laser system, DELFIN, built of

Nd:glass and intended for spherical heating of

thermonuclear targets. The purpose of this laser

system and associated diagnostic apparatus is a

broad investigation of the physics of laser-plasma

interaction, optimization of target heating, and

experimental demonstration of thermonuclear yield

that is high, relative to the beam energy (0.01-I .0)

deposited In the target. At the present time the

first leg of the system is being assembled. It is

intended to generate three beams with the energy of

~3kJ.

Among different schemes for the construction of

powerful laser systems
3,27

the most effective is the

one with series-parallel composition of high-energy

amplification stages In which equality is maintained

between the beam splitting coefficient and the ampli-

fication coefficient of individual stages for high-

energy input signals. The DELFIN system described

here is constructed according to such a scheme in

which K% 3, n = 2;3. The fundamental block diagram

of the DELFIN schema is shown in Fig. I,and the

general view of the optical roan containing the laser

system (excluding the capacitor bank) and the vacuum

chamber with diagnostic instrumentation is shown in

Fig. 2. Two types of pulse generators (ZG) with a

system of electro-optical gates allow formation of

light pulses with a length of% iO-’0-10-9 s and

energy of [0-3 J. The laser system allows, when

r-EHIH!m-En

?

Fig. i. Principal block diagram of the high-energy
laser facility DELFIN. (1) vacuum chamber;
(2) nanosecond pulse generator; (3) subnano=
second pulse generator; (4) LPKA; (5) PKU;
(6) PKUII and PKUI; (7) MKUII and MKUIII;
(8) splitting and compensating system; (9)
VKU.



Fig. 2. General view of the optical hall.

necessary, an increase in the pulse length to 10-8 s.

These pulses are amplified to the energy of % 50 J

in a linear system of preamplifiers (LPKU) with an

exit aperture of 45 mm. Further amplification is

achieved in preamplifiers (PKU 1-11) and also in

high-energy and final amplification stages (MKU 1-1[1

and VKU 1-111) with a series-parallel addition of

active elements; here the flux density is near the

ultimate (q ~ 3 GW/cm2 for TL = I ns), K~3and

n<3. In each of the twelve VKU there are 18 active—

elements with axes so oriented as to ensure conver-

gence of each beam to an aperture of 270 mm located

on a single plane at a prescribed distance from exit

windows. in this plane are placed multiprismatic

mirrors which, from 18 parallel beams of 45-nMn diam-

eter each, form composite beams (SP) with apertures

*

not exceeding

in 5P reaches

the length of

are formed at

tion energy %

divergence is

270 nvn. Total laser radiation energy

the value ‘W 0.4-0.8 kJ depending on

the amplified light pulse. Twelve SPS

the exit with the total laser radla-

10 kJ. The expected radiation beam

a*5x[13 -4
rad and brightness

B*3X10’5 W/cm~ which corresponds to a maximum

flux density at the target of q ~ 10’5 W/cm2.

PULSE GENERATOR

Light pulses of subnanosecond length are formed

in a Nd:YAG laser system employing a periodic cavity

Q modulation.zg The basic scheme of the oscillator

is shown in Fig. 3. Optical length of the resonator

Lp is 237 cm. Selection of the fundamwmtal trans-

verse mode is accomplished by means of a diaphragm

with a diameter of 2 mm. A Pockels cell with crys-

tal DKOP (10 x 10 x 25 mn3) and a Glan-Thcinpson

prism is used to modulate loss in the resonator.

The cell is controlled externally with a ruby laser

and a laser-triggered spark gap. Periodically occur-

ing (T = 2Lp/c), where c is the speed of light) deep

modulation of the cavity Q-factor results in the

generation of a pulse train with length % 0.3-0.4 ns

but with a % 16-ns separation between individual

pulses. Select

train is accomp

with a laser-in

on of an individual pulse from the

ished by switching the Pockels cell

tiated discharge (RLP). To Improve the

3



Fig.

3

F

8

x

3. Pulse generator scheme with periodic modu”la-
tlon. (1) streak camera; (2) optical plane;
(3) mirror (14); (4) photocell; (5) active
element; (6) diaphragm; (7) laser-triggered
spark gap; (8) Glan prism; (9) Pockels cell
with DKCP crystal; (10) charge resistor;
([1) high-voltage power supply.

temporal characteristics of the pulse selection

scheme the laser radiation Is preampllfled In a one-

stage two-pass amplifier which allows an Increase In

the accuracy of synchronization between gate opera-

tion and laser pulse arrival and significantly re-

duces the transmission window of the gate. The last

is most impor-1’ant for the attainment of high values

of the radiation contrast. As a consequence there

Is formed at the exit frcm the system a single laser

pulse with the above-indicated length, with energy
-1

‘L% ‘0 J, and with a diffraction-l lmlted beam

divergence a = ad with a beam diameter D = 2 nwn.

Formation of light pulses of nanosecond length

is accomplished by means of a single-mode Nd:glass

ZG oscillator employing active Q-switching. The

layout of ZG and the preamplifier stages LPKU are

shown in Fig. 4. The Q-switch is turned on by

closing a discharge-operated Kerr cel I located in-

side the resonator and operated with the RLP gene-

rator of Rb crystal used for diagnosing the laser

plasma (light source for optical diagnostic methods

The resonator has a base length Lp = 120 cm. Dis-

crimination of the transverse modes in the resonatol

is acccxnpl ished with a diaphragm of 2-twn diameter

located near the output mirror. The total passive

radiation losses inside the resonator in the open

V
..- \ ..

I lAci
—— h’-+=--- r

*

—- Hilc#
—- -—- .

- .W

r 1
J

●

6

Fig. 4. Scherm of the nanosecond pulse generator and of the linear preamplification stages (LPI(U).
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s+a+e do not exceed 10%. Such a generator allows us

to obtain an output radiation pulse of length TL

= 30 ns with energy EL = 0.5 J. Divergence of the

radiation is diffraction limited and corresponds to

that Iimlt for a light pulse of 2-inn dlamater.

The necessary nanosecond length of the laser

pulse is ensured by the pulse forming system including

fast electro-optical closing of the Kerr cell and the

RLP. A special high-voltage Kerr cell (’N 70 kV) with

a double controlling signal Is used to increase the

speed of the system. The construction of the celi

ailows a several-fold Increase in the speed of rota-

tion of the plane of polarization of the laser

light and ensures a stable pulse formation of length

‘L%O’5 ‘s”
It Is necessary to devote special attention to

the achievement of the required value of radiation

energy contrast I&\which Is basically determined by

the construction of the thermonuclear target (dimen-

sion, material density, sublimation energy, absorp-

tion coefficient for laser radiation) and the energy

level of light radiat[on. For laser radiation energy
. . .

EL% 104 J for heating of microballccm targets, the

required quantity KE can reach values of 107-i08.

The energy contrast is described by the expression

‘L

‘E = Ephl + Eph2 ‘
(i)

where EL is the energy of the short laser pulse

heating the plasma, Ephl is the photon energy during

pumpin9, Eph2 is the radiation photon of the pulse

generator.
‘he ‘Uantity ‘ph2

can be reduced rela-

tively easily to a prescribed value with the appli-

cation of different decoupling devices 30-32 (elec-

tro-optical gates, Faraday gates, clearing fiiter,

clearing films, etc.), located between separate

stages. Concerning a photon in ZGEph2: reduction

of this quantity and consequent achievement of the

required contrast with respect to the radiation

frcnn the generator is a complex problem reiated to

the development of high-contrast, fast-acting elec-

tro-opticai gates with subnanosecond response

time.

In the facility being described, application

of the Kerr cell with a duplex control signal in

combination with wedge-shaped polarizers of lceland-

depolarized radiation, makes it possible to achieve

a contrast of ~ * i05. For further contrast en-

hancement$there Is placed in the LPKll system a

second analogous Kerr cell gate with a larger aper-

ture (D% 1.5 cm), which is synchronized with the

first one. The gates are operated with a single

RLP placed in a high-pressure nitrogen atmosphere

(P = 10-15 atm). The shortest response ti~ for

the gates is ~ 0.2 ns, synchronization accuracy is

% 0.05 ns, jitter in synchronization with the laser

pulse does not exceed i ns. “The above-described

system allows achievement of contrast KE ~ i08.

LINEAR PREAMPLIFIERS (LPKU)

Pulses formed In the “slicing” system are am-

plified in a six-stage amplifier (see Fig. 4) whose

first two stages operate In the two-pass amplifica-

tion regime. Nd:glass rods, 45-mm diameter and

560-nvn active length, are used in all stages of

LPKU of the DELFi N faciilty. To supress generation

and amplification of parasitic osci Iiatlons, faces

of active elements are cut at an angle of 85° with

respect to the axis. The standardization of active

elements in LPKU does not reduce the total gain in

the system because energy present in LPKU anmunts to

not more than 2.% of the total energy of the system.

Saturable absorbers and magneto-optical Faraday

gat’es are utilized to optically decouple amplifiers.

in addition, after the two-pass amplifiers there is

located an optical spark gap
33

consisting of a com-

bination of a slow (low light-gathering power) posi-

tive iens and a diaphragm of diameter% 0.5 mm lo-

cated at’ its focus. For light pulses with length

not exceeding several nanoseconds, such a system is

a very effective decoupler with smal I optical losses.

it is appropriate to note that, in addition to opti-

cal decoupling, such an arrangement ensures protec-

tion of the ZG and the pulse formation system from

the damage by the laser pulse reflected off the tar-

get and amplified in all preceding stages.

In order to minimize the effects of self-focusing

in the active elements that damage the optical medium

and reduce beam quality, high-intensity laser radia-

tion is amplified in a divergent beam. All optical

elements of the LPKU system are carefully controlled

with respect to the homogeneity of the optical glass

and finish of the opticai surfaces. The importance

ic spar immersed in nitrobenzene,which decreases

5



of this control follows from considerations presented

In Ref. 27. Control Is achieved by means of a

schlieren method with automatic registration of the

optical quallty. The quality criterion Is the

ability of the optical elements to operate on beams

In the diffraction-llmlted regime. The pumping in

LPW.I Is cerried out at energy levels considerably

lower than In MKU and VKU systems in order to minimize

distortion of active elements during pumping. Com-

pensation for thermal lens effects occurring In the

rods Is acccinpl ished with special corrective optical

elements located at the exit frcm the LPI(U. The

parameters of the corrective optics are determined

frcxn measurements of the structure of the wave front

of laser radiation. These measurements, with the

accuracy down to A, were carried out with the aid of

holographic methods based on the Interference of an

Ideal plane wave of diffraction-limited divergence

with the resulting actual laser beam.

The above-enumerated precautions enabled us to

obtain at the exit from LPKU a laser beam with the

followlng parameters: radiation energy EL= 30 to

50 J with light radlatlon pulse width 71 = I ns; the

total angle of beam divergence [n which 90s of the
-4

energy is concentrated, 2e= 2 x 10 rad; radiation

‘6 W/cm2 ster; energy con-brlghtness B= 6.5 x 10

trast ~ = 108.

PKJ.J, MKll, AND VKJJ SYSTEMS

The laser beam, after Ieavlng LPKU and being

reconditioned, enters series-parallel ampllflers$

where It gains most of its energy. The followlng

specific prob16ms must be solved to construct MKU

with a system of series-parallel amplifiers: selec-

tion of the optimum coefficient for beam splitting,

compensation for optical path lengths of different

beams, self-excitation In stages of circular reso-

nators, etc. The construction principle of the MIOJ

scheme depends largely on solutions of these prob-

Iems. In the here-considered DELFIN faclllty an ln-

dustrlal-type Illuminator GOS-1001 with an active

element of Nd-glass GLS-I with 45-mm diameter and

560-mn active length is used as a standard ampl[fi-

catlon element. Four flashlamps lPhP-20000 are used

for pumping; maximum pumping energy for the illu-

minator Is - 50 kJ with the discharge current pulse

length of-5 x 10-4 s. Under these conditions the

ampllflcatlon coefficient for laser radiation with

energy flux density q > I GW/cm2 at the exit face

of the rod does not exceed K = 3.5. This quantity

Imposes a bound on the beam-spllttlng coefficient [n

strong ampl’iflers. To obtain maximum coefficient

of laser efficiency with respect to the stored e-

lectrical energy, It Is necessary to perform ampli-

fication under saturated gain conditions.3 In other

words, the ampllflcatlon region In which the beam

at the entrance to the stage Is first Inrnedlately

dlvlded Into the necessary number of channels and

then all channels amplified simultaneously in many

parallel amplifiers Is energetically less conven-

ient because, In this case, the energy extraction

frcxn active elements at the beglnnlng of the stage

is extremely small (of the order of a few percent)

while the pumping energy In the general balance may

reach 80 to 90%. In such schemes there appear, In

addltlon, complications In the solutlon of problems

connected with the attainment of hlgk contrast In

emission.

In the faclllty being described here, there was

adopted a scheme for staged beam splltt[ng (see Fig.

5) with the following multlpllcatlon coefficients for

Individual stages: n = 2; 2; 3; 2; 3; 3. With such

multlpllcatlon schema the number of beams grows as

[-.2~4-l2-24-D72~ 216. Theuseofn=2[n

the middle link MKU 1s connected with the necessity

to compensate for the energy losses Incurred In trans-

porting the beam to the entrance of MKU and In the

elements of the system which spilt the beams. The

generaI view of MKU 1-III and of VKU Is shown In

Fig. 6. Also seen in that figure are collimators of

the cylindrical optics used for beam spllttlng,whlch

allow the change of the geometric cross section of

the beam, and dlvlde It Into two energetically equal

parts. The change In the coefficient of beam spllt-

tlng Is accomplished by varying the magnitude of the

linear behm transformation. In this schana the ener-

gy losses of the laser pulse amount to 8% and non-

unlformltles In beam dlvlslon Including, also, effects

of actual divergence and optical path lengths between

ampllflcatlon stages do not exceed a few percent.

Final ampllflcatlon of laser radlatlon occurs In the

active elements VKU, three of which are shown In

Figs. 7 and 8. Each stage Is a module of 18 illu-

minators with the overall dimensions 85 x 100 x 170

*3 (Fig. 9). The DELFIN faclllty contains 12 such

6
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Number of beams n
I

2 I

421 II

4X3 I

4x6 II

4x1 11[

4x6
(12x I

Fig. 5. @earn splitting scheme.

VKU mcdules and its output consists of 216 laser

beams of equal energy density, each 45-rtNn in d“lam-

eter. In prlnclple these beams can be combined down-

stream by various methods depending on the i I lamina-

tion scheme of the thermonuclear target.

Fig. 6. General view of MKU 1, 1[, Ill, VKU, and
cylindrical collimators.

Fig. 7. General v[ew of VKU from the MKU side.

Fig. 9. Arrangement of Iase”r amplifiers in VKU
module.
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TABLE I

DELFIN AMPLIFICATION STAGE PARAMETERS

Stage
Designation

LPI(U

PKU I

PKUIII

MI(U I

MkUll

MKU Ill

Vial

Facility
output
Parameters

Number
of

Beams

I

2

4

3

6

18

3x18

12

The basic parameters for di

stages of the DELFIN high-energy

presented In Table 1.

Cross-
Sect Ion

Area

15

30 2.3

60 2.6

45 3.3

90 3.4

270 3.4

810 3.6

Amplifi-
cat ion
Coeffl-

clent

1.5 x 104

3240 ---

ferent amplification

laser facillty are

THE SCHEME FOR FOCUSING RADIATION ON THE SPHERICAL

TAi33ET SURFACE

it is not possible to make any definite conclu-

sions about the focusing requirements for multi-

channel lasers with output energy levels of El

=104 J and higher on the basis of the presently

avallabie publications about the experimental reail-

zatlon of spherical irradiation of solid targets

(see Refs. 3, 6, IO, and 34) because of large dif-

ferences in experimental conditions and relatively

low laser-energy levels. Therefore, it is Interesting

to analyze the speclflc action of the focusing optics

and to examine the requlrenwmts on the parameters and

construction details of the focusing elements that

follow frcxn it.

As was noted In Ref. 27, in laser fusion experi-

ments the energy level of light emission Is directly

related to the effective size of heated targets. At

thermonuclear temperatures when the specific lnter-

nai plasma energy Is E= i08 to 10 ‘0 J/g, the maxi-

mum allowable dimension of solid targets amounts to

only a few tens of micrcxneters. Use of hollow (mem-

brane) targets allows a considerable increase In the

target size. Characterlstlc dimensions of targets of

different constructions corresponding to different

laser energies are given in Ref. 27.

Energy
(J)

30

70

180

i 20

320

880

2500

I04

Energy
Density

J /cm2

2.0

2.3

3.0

2.7

3.5

3.25

3.1

---

Beam
Diver-
gence
(rad)

I x IO-4

---

---

2 x IO-4

---

5XI0 -4

5X 10-4

Brightness
W/cm2 ster

6.5 X iOi6

---

---

---

2.8 X i016

---

4 x Iois

3 x Iois

For effective target heating it is necessary

that the minimum diameter of the caustic, dmin, de-

fined by the relation

,~min E(r)dr =

o

does not exceed the target

S2r. in Eq. (2) E(r) is

energy distribution, and dJ

clent which determines the

co

d $ E(T)dT (2)

o

diameter, I.e., dmin

the far field laser beam

is the overlap coeffl -

allowable energy loss in

.

.

focusing, whose value Is determined by the condi-

tions of the experiment and can reach $= 0.95. A

decrease in ~ leads to a decrease in energy density

of the radiation beam and consequently to a bound

on the attainable values of plasma parameters.

Under these conditions, when heating massive

spherical targets with laser beams with energies of

i03 to 104 J, It is necessary that the dlffractlon-

iimited abberation spot size of the focusing optics

does not exceed 50 to 60~m. Use of thin, hollow

target models which allow larger target sizes, how-

ever, is accompanied by increasing restrictions on

the values of temporal and spatial departures of

the surface Irradiation frcxn certain mean values

(In the units of beam energy density this mean value

is q = i014 W/cm2), which for targets with thickness
.

8



to radius ratio of -lCl-z should not exceed a few

percent. Realization of the almost uniform spherical

Irradiation of an isolated target with a limited num-

ber of light beams requires construction of a focusing

scheme which allows variation within wide limits of

the far-field laser beam Intensity distribution while

strictly satisfying condltlon (2). With respect to

the focusing optics this means that the diameter of

the diffraction-limlted abberatlon spot should be

considerably less than the target diameter (rabb

=0.1 r) and for a laser facility with the energy

level of -104 J It should not exceed 60#m, I.e.,

s 60gm.
‘abb

It IS necessary to note that high-energy laser

beams present specific conditions for the operation

of optical elements which limit the possibilities

for application of known focusing methods. Most im-

portant In this connection is the necessity to take

into account the beam stability in glass, E , which
pr

Imposes a condltlon bn the minimum aperture size of

the elements used for focusing which, In turn, in

the case of spherical irradiation geometry leads to

a lower bound on the magnitude of the focal length

s. Indeed, the aperture of the Individual element

D of the focusing scheme for a multlbeam laser con-

taining N beams that fill the target surface with

fill coefficient P Is connected to the radiation

output energy with the fol lowing relation:

()‘L
I/2

D = 2 P7rNEpr “ (3)

Obviously, the total soltd angle of the laser

radiation convergence on the target should not ex-

ceed a certain limiting value C)whlch, with the con-

dition Dz~S that Is satisfied for high-energy laser

systems, can be expressed in the form

17ND
-#2. (4)

Substituting expression (3) into inequality (4) we

obtain a bound on the focal length

()‘L I/2
s~

pm “

(Translator’s note: algebra does not check!)

(5)

It Is also easy to obtain a bound on the magnitude

of the light gathering power (speed)(D/f) of the

individual objective

(6)

In this way the basic characteristics of the focusing

objectives are uniquely determined by the parameters

0, N, and EL. Some remarks about these quantities

are in order.

In facilities with energies between the limits

EL = 103 to 104 J the solid angle of the radiation

convergence onto the target Is bounded mainly by the

construction details of the vacuum chamber and of

the focusing systems. These are: the large number

of diagnostic windows In the wal IS of the vacuum

chamber, apparatus for target placement and for the

focusing of laser beams on its surface, components

of the vacuum system, etc. An essential restriction

on the quantity O Is imposed by the conditions of

minimal opticai coupling of separate amplification

channels through the target, i.e., penetration of

radiation diffracted by the target into another fo-

cusing channel. To satisfy this condition It is

necessary to arrange the optical axes of the objec-

tives in such a way that the {ight cones of the in-

coming and outgoing beams at the target do not over-

lap. Ali of the above considerations iead to the

conclusion that n should not exceed 1/5 to 1/6 of

the full soiid angle; for actua( conditions It is

advisable to require 0s0.1 to 0.05.

Another important parameter of the MLU Is the

number of channels for the irradiation of the tar-

get. As can be seen from Eqs. (3) and (6), an in-

crease in the number of channels allows a signifi-

cant reduction In the requirements on the parameters

of the objectives. However, an increase in the num-

ber of focusing channels leads to a rapid increase

In the total number of adjustable coordinates and

optical elements)which inevitably lowers the relia-

bility of the entire system. it appears that it 1s

not suitable to increase the number of channeis

above several tens. The number of channeis 1s

bounded from below by the necessity to achieve a

high degree of uniformity in the irradiation. Ap-

parently the smaiiest value of N for which a uniform

irradiation can be obtained (within a few percent

error) IS N s4. Therefore,the optimal value of N

should be chosen in the intervaJ 4 s N s30.
9



Above presented considerations are Illustrated

graphically [n Fig. 10 where, for laser systems with

different numbers of channels and different ~ and

K, plotted Is the dependence of the required aper-

ture of the focusing obJectlve (continuous curves

labeled llA!’), and of the magnitude of the focal

length (dotted Ilnes labeled “B”) on the laser ener-

gy, and also the dependence of the relative aper-

ture on the angle of convergence of radiation onto

the target (“C”).

These estlnktes show that the requirements on

the most difficult to achieve objective parameter,

light-gathering power, decrease substantially with

Increasing laser-focused energy. This circumstance

allows consideration of different types of focusing

objectives for facilities with different output

energies. In facilities with moderate values of

laser radiation energy, EL = [03 to 104 J, the use

of singie-ccmponent aspherical objectives appears

most appropriate. For the focusing of radiation

with energies EL = 105 to 106 J, the application of

simple spherical one- and two-lens system. may be-

cxxne possible.

Beam Convergence, ~, ster

Normalized Laser Energy EL with Respect to Unity

Fig. 10. Dependence of the focusing lens aperture
D (solid curves marked “A”) and the focal
length S (marked “B”) on laser energy. .
The dependence of D/f on the convergence
of laser radiation on the target (marked
Iffy ) . llAll~-N=4: IIA211-N=12; ‘1A3!f-N=313.
1f81n*~/25; !182!l~=~/6; llB3tl*~/2.
IIC,II-N=4; llC21f_N=12; !!c311-N=31)0

In addition to what has been said above, there

are a number of supplementary requirements on the

characteristics of separate elements of the focusing

system . This is, first of all, protection of the

optical elements of the focusing system from damage

by the focused radiation reflected off the optical

surfaces. At the present time this problem Is

solved by the methods based on the exclusion of the

central core of the beam (opaque cover on central

portions of the lenses, drilling central holes,

formation of ring-shaped laser beams, etc.)
35

which,

when ccmblned with high-transmission coatings, is

sufficient for the entire focusing system.

Another important problem Is ensurance of least

optical coupllng between the amplification stages of

the laser system and the focusing objectives. This

condition is connected with the necessity to attain

high values of radiation contrast at the facility

output and is the principal necessity in Iaser ini-

tiated thermonuclear systems. Small signal gain in

lasers with energies EL = 103 to 104 J reaches

values - 10
10

to 101’ ; therefore, even the use of

several sequential electro-optical gates does not

guarantee nonoccurrence of parasitic oscillations.

It appears that the coupling coefficient should not
-3

exceed the value - 10 to 10-4 , and to attain such

values transmission through optical surfaces alone

appears Insufficient. It Is also necessary to se-

lect a definite surface shape for the lenses and to

combine the optical elements in such a way that all

beams reflected toward the laser aperture are

strongly dltiergent.

All of the above considerations were taken into

account in the construction of the focusing system

used In the here-described MLU.

The focusing system consists of 12 channels,

each of which contains a multiprism mirror, a two-

ccmponent obJective, a prism system of large aper-

ture for beam turning, and a complex of devices for

assembly and adjustment. The general arrangement of

optical elements in the focusing system Is shown in

Fig. Il.

The coordinate Iocatlons of separate elements

and intersection points are given In Table Il.

Eighteen beams of 45-inn diameter from the exit of

each of the 12 VI(U modules are directed onto a multl-

prism mirror (see Fig. 12), which ccinblnes them into

.

.

.
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Fig. II. Layout of the optical elements in the focusing system.

No.—

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

EI ement
Designation

Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
Mb
M7
M8
!49
M 10
Mll
M 12
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
3a
39
3 10
311
3 12
II I
[12
113
114
II 5
116
II 7
1[8,
II 9
1110
1111
1112

TABLE II

Coordinates of Center

x

-7738
-6775
-5860
-7738
-6775
-5860
+5860
+6775
+7738
+4860
+677 5
+7738
-6800
-6100
-5500
-6800
-6100
-5500
+5500
+6 100
+6800
+5500
+6 100
+6800
- 456
- 276
- 846
- 456
- 276
- 846
+ 846
+ 276
+ 456
+ 846
+ 276
+ 456

_y_
+4 I 30
+4125
+4118
+4] 30
-4125
-4118
-4118
-4125
-4130
+4118
+4[25
+4130
+ 370
+ 855
+ 400
- 370
- 855
- 400
- 400
- 855
- 370
+ 400
+ 855
+ 370
- 846
- 276
- 456
+ 846
+ 276
+ 456
+ 466
+ 276
+ 846
- 456
- 276
- 846

z

o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-276
+92 I
-276
+276
-92 I
+276
-276
+92 I
-276
+276
-92 I
+276

a single beam of aperture D,

xl kJ, divergence 20=10-3
-9

-’1o s with a time-scatter

= 285 mm, energy El

rad, and pulse length

of I ight pulses because

of the differences In optical path lengths of indi-

vidual 45-mm diameter beams within the limits AT

S30 ps.

Shown in Fig. 13 is the structure of the result-

ing beam and Fig. 14 is the target irradiation geo-

metry. In Table [II are listed the values of angles

defining spatial locations of the axes of the fo-

cused beams. The coordinate system in Fig. 14 is

rotated by 45° In the counterclockwise direction

about the z-axis with respect to the coordinate sys-

tem of Fig. 11.

Fig. 12. Multiprism mirror and the first focusing
lens.
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Fig. 13. (lxnposlte beam structure. Fig. 14. Geometry of target Illumlnatlon.

At the present time the ccinponent beams are

focused with two-lens objectives (Fig. 15). The

first lens with the focal length of f, = 103 cm is

mounted on a special stand near the multiprlsm mir-

rors (see Fig. 12). The second lens with focal

length F2 = 230MM ismourrted In the wall of the

vacuum chamber and simultaneously serves as a vacuum

wI ndow. The aberration diameter of the caustic of

the focusing system Is dab = 300~m. There are pro-

visions In the focusing system for the axial dis-.

placement of the long focal length element, to ob-

tain a longitudinal variation of the plane of the

minimum caustic and the necessary orientation of

beam axes,and thel’r spatial dlstrlbutlon relative

to the target surface is achieved with a totally

reflecting pclsm located In an adjustable frame at

Number

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

TABLE Ill

e
106°

230

[ 06°

74°

151°

74°

106°

23°

106°

74°

157°

74°

lb
64°

180°

196°

254°

270°

286°

344”

0°

16°

74°

90°

106°

the distance of I meter frcm the target. The llmlt-

Ing radiation flux density at the target surface

attainable with the laser system containing the

above-described focusing system reaches the value

q =10’5 w/cm2.

The characteristic property of the modular

focusing system Is the use of one optical element

to focus many laser beams (a module). The modular

system has many advantages over the multl lens sys-

tem, in which for each beam a separate focusing and

turning element IS provided. Thus, for the DELFIN

facility being considered, instead of 216 focusing

elements (objectives) only 12 are used, which sig-

nificantly facilitates focusing and Increases sys-

tem reliability. In addition, use of multlprlsm

mirrors allows scanning with the elementary laser

Fig. 15. The two-lens modular focusing system.
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beam In the plane of the target In order to achieve

a definite intensity distribution on its surface.

The main disadvantages of the modular system are

the necessity to use beam-turning elements with

large overall dimensions and a longer optical path

Inside the glassjwhich may have a detrimental effect

on the radiation parameters. Also, when a single-

component modular system Is used,there appear com-

plications in scanning with the focusing lens In

three-dimens [on.

The two-lens modular scheme used In the DELFIN

facility allows a reduction of the overall dimen-

sions of the turning element relative to the single-

Iens system and a simplification of the procedure

of focusing radiation onto the target surface. Ad-

juslment of the position of the focus In the target

zone is accompl [shed with an inmovable short-focus

component by scanning over two angular coordinates

with the turning element and along the beam direc-

tion with the long-focus lens.

The chief disadvantage of the system is hlgh-

energy flux density at the outpwf element q x 4 GW/cm2.

[n concluding this description of the focusing

systemjwe note that it would be advantageous to in-

crease the number of beams In each separate I ight

module and to focus them on the target with a large-

aperture-angle element, because this would facil Itate

attainment of high uniformity. in irradiation. In

this connection of interest Is the mirror focusing

scheme shown in Fig. 16. Four elliptic mirrors are

placed around the target with tetrahedral syrmnetry,

laser radiation Is focused into one of their focuses

with a low light-gathering power lens (1:10).

Second focuses of the elliptic mirrors are colocated

with the center of the target (Fig. 17).

Radiation Is concentrated In the forward (first)

focuses with multlprlsm mirrors colocated with a

multi lens spherical segment. Such focusing system

al lows attainment of spherical ly symmetric target

irradiation with the total aperture angle Q = 3m.

A property of this scheme is the absence of aberra-

tion, which allows formation of the focal spot with

dimensions determined by laser beam divergence. The

system can be adjusted with the aid of multiprism

mirrors while keeping elliptic mirrors fixed.

Difficulties in constructing such a scheme are

connected, basically, with difficulties in producing

aspher[ca[ mirrors with large diameters (Dmlrr

Ell

Multiprism Mirror and Spherical Lens Segment

Fig. 16. Focusing system using multi prism mirrors.

x 600 nwn), and in obtaining uniformly homogeneous

surface coatings.

It is appropriate to note that an analogous

system for two simple beams was employed in the work

described in Ref. 24.

THE CONTROL SYSTEM

The DELFIN facility contains a large amount of

control and diagnostic apparatus and supporting in-

strumentation (including commercially manufactured

items) used to run the facility and to control its

Ellipsoidal Mirror
\

Forward Focus \

Multipri~m Mirror and \’
Spherical Lens Segment

L.
Target

Fig. 17. Operating principle of ellipsoidal mir-
rors.
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basic parameters. This collection can be divided

into several functional groups:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Instrumentation of the energy supply system for

the neodymium glass laser (control and indica-

tion of charge In the capacitor bank, power

transformers, discharge and synchronization of

the bank discharge through flash lamps, etc.);

Apparatus and mechanisms used for laser adjust-

ment and for the focusing of radiation on tar-

get (gas lasers with emission wavelength X

= 1.15~m, 0.63pm, YAG-lasers, electro-optical

transformers, optical systems, etc.);

Measurement and control instrumentation for

radiation emission frcm the strong laser, in-

cluding the complex of multichannel calorime-

ters, fast oscil lographs, laser radiation de-

tectors with feed cables, streak cameras,

etc.; and

Diagnostic apparatus for the thermonuclear

p Iasma.

Assurance of reliable performance of the en-

tire system, and Its control In accordance with a

prescribed plan is a problem In Itself. Its solu-

tion requires a single autcxnatic control system

based on the application of electronic computers.

Taking into account the multiplicity of functional

schemes for the autcmatlc control of systems that

ensure satisfactory operation of the laser facility

(control of electronic and electric devices, pneu-

matic and thermal devices, electrcmechanics and op-

tics, etc. ),and the large information flow trans-

mitted frcin them to the operator during a short

time interval (- 10 rein), it is planned to construct

the automatic control system based on the CAMAC

standard with the application of the fast electronic

ccinputer of the type NOVA 2/10 with large operating

and storage menmrles.

This approach allows considerable reduction

in time necessary to construct the autmated con-

trol complex because the wide application of stan-

dard C4MAC nmdules reduces the quantity of required

new developments. A second advantage is the fact

that in this way there exists a possibility for a

stepwlse solution of all problems and for a contin-

uous increase in power of the autcmatic control sys-

tem by the addition of new systems. The automation

of the target placement system In the vacuum chamber,

and of the adjustment system for the focusing optics

14

are planned as the first stage of

construction of automatic control

DELFIN facility.

the work toward

system for the

VACUUM CHAMBER ANO DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTATION

The vacuum chamber is a stainless steel hollow

sphere with inside diameter of 460 mm and outside

diameter of 520 mm outfitted with different diameter

windows (Fig. 18). The vacuum chamber is Intended

for target mounting either in vacuum or In a gas at

a prescribed pressure, for the Iccation of apparatus

for target alignment, for the mounting of the fo-

cusing optics, and of the diagnostic instrumenta-

tion. The vacuum attainable In the vacuum chamber

is p = 10-6mn Hg.

The target mounting system ensures location

of hollow and sol Id spherical targets at the center

of the vacuum chamber with the accuracy A = +5pm
Xyz —

in al I three coordinates. A scheme IS provided for

the location of up to five targets in the chamber

without breaking vacuum. Each target is independent-

ly attached to the adJusting mechanism with a poly-

mer thread of i- to 5-#m thickness.

Observation of the target position in the cham-

ber is with the aid of two crossed long-focus micro-

scopes with magnification X40,whlch allow control

of the position of the target with prescribed ac-

curacy. The control can be accomplished either

directly at the vacuum chamber orramotely frcxn the

experiment control panel with the aid of a television

camera.

Fig. 18. View of the vacuum chamber (top hemi-
sphere).

.
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In addition, the mechanism for target adJust-

ment Is provided with a system that allows target

adjustment either remotely with telemeter control

or autcxnatically with the aid of a special target

tracking and position computation system. The ap-

paratus for automatic adjustment consists of a sec-

tional photoelement, target illumination system,

an optical system that magnlfles and transmits the

target image onto the cathode of the photoelement,

a signal Impulse forming scheme, and a feedback

connection system. An electrical signal proportlon-

a{ to the magnitude of target displacement relative

to the prescribed posltlon is Imposed on servo-

mechanisms which calculate target coordinates with

the accuracy of ~5pm.

Search and location of the target is carried

out in a spherical volume of - 0.125 CM3. The

maximum time required for position determination Is

-3 min. In practice the same length of time is

needed to place the target into position from those

already located inside the vacuum chamber.

Fundamental diagnostic problems for thermo-

nuclear laser plasma are the investigation of the

absorption processes for laser radiation In the
21

corona region (Me = IO cm
-3)13,14,36,37

and the

transformation p%esses of the absorbed radiation

Into thermal energy of ions, kth In the corona re-

alon and in the compressed ~lasma core of the tar-
-3j3,10,38”

get (Me=- 1022 cm , where the thermonuclear

burn Is Initiated at a sufficiently high density

and temperature.

In high-temperature heating of the plasma with

laser radiation the energy absorbed in the target

IS transformed mainly Into kinetic energy of both

directed and randcm (therinal) motions of the plasma

particles and into energy of x-ray emission from

the plasma. From the point of view of laser-induced

therrmuclear fusion, useful processes are transfor-

mation of the energy of electrons which absorb laser

radiation (bremsstrahlung absorption) into kinetic

energy of the ordered motion of Ions toward the cen-

ter of symmetry, which leads to target compression

and into the energy of thermal ion motion in the

dense plasma. Parasitic processes which lower the

effectiveness of taroet heatina and compression are

energetic x-ray emission

and formation of streams

frcm the plasma
3,10,39,40

of highly energetic (super-

therma I ) electrons ‘3’43-47 or ions48-51 as a resu I t

of the development of parametric instabil ities. 41,42

With respect to diagnosing the state of the

compressed plasma core, the basic investigation

methods here apparently are the method of x-ray

spectroscopy
14,28,52,53

and of particle diagnos-
tics 11,12,54-58 [n addit[on

. , it should be remem-

bered that a quantitative study of neutron emission

during heating of targets containing thermonuclear

fuel (DD and DTmlxtures) is the basic criterion

which indicates the effectiveness of plasma heating

and supports the validlty of the laser-induced

fusion concept.

Corresponding to the above-posed problems,the

plasma diagnostics employed In the DELFIN facility

can

1.

2.

3.

4.

be divided into the following classes:

Optical diagnostics in the wavelength inter-

val k= 0.35 to 1.06#m;

Plasma spectroscopy in high UV and soft x-ray

spectra (1= I to 103 fl);

Spectroscopy of the hard x-ray radiation (X

-=1 ~); and

Particle diagnostics.

The vacuum chamber and s~e elements of the

diagnostics are shown schematically In Fig. 19.

Optical methods of investigation in the present

wrk consist of high-speed, multlexposure , shadow-

graph photography of the Interaction process and

interfercnnetry of the plasma corona. The main aim

of shadowgraph photography is the measurement of

the fate of the energy absorbed In the plasma by

the method based on the study of the dynamics of

expanding shock waves generated by the plasma ex-

ploslon in a background gas.
3,10,59,60

In addition,

Investigation of the initial stage of shock wave

expansion, before the similarity regime correspond-
61,62

ing to instantaneous point explosion, allows

estimation of hydrodynamic plasma parameters until

the action of the laser beam Is terminated. In this

way can be carried out, for example, temperature

measurements in the glowing plasma. 10’63 The opti-

cal scheme for the shadowgraph photography (see

Fig. 19) consists of a ruby laser (oscillator, pulse

length forming system, and an amplification stage)

synchronized by means of an RLP with the high-energy

neodymium laser, an optical-delay

collecting-registering unit. The

Iuminatlon pulse 1s determined by

scheme, and a

length of the 11-

the transmission
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Fig. 19. Vacuum chamber and diagnostic instrumenta-

tion. l-target, 2-image converter streak
camera, 3-time-resolved interferometer,
4-scintillation neutron detectors, 5-pin-
hoie camera, 6-x-ray spectrcxneter, 7-
focusing x-ray spectrcxneter, 8-nuclear
photoplate, 9-activation counter, iO-Ion
probe detector, i [-scintillation detec-
tor, 12-ruby laser, 13-optical delay
system, i4-r*order of the shadowgraph.

window of the slicing cell which, in its construc-

tion, Is anaiogous to the slicing Kerr celi in the

neodymium iaser and is 7=0.5 ns. The time inter-

vals between frames can be changed in the range

frcm I ns to 100 ns with the maximum delay of

-1 #s. in this way the system allows obtaining

19-frame shadowgraph UV images generated by the

plasma glow in the background-gas atmosphere with

time resolution of - 0.5 ns and spatial resolution

- I 0-2 cm with the maximum frame repetition rate

I GHz.

For the background the gas most often used is

deuterium at a pressure p = 5 to 20 nrn Hg.

The problem to be studied with high-speed

interferanetry of the laser plasma is the investiga-

tion of the time evolution of the density profile
18 -3

in the plasma “corona” in the interval 10 cm

-=n -= 1021 CM-3. in the experiment utilized is
e

the scheme of a time-resolved interferometer (see

Fig. 19) with interferogrem recording on an image

converter streak camera. Spatial resolution of the

interfercmetric system at the obJective is-20#m

and temporal - 0.1 ns. A light pulse from a ruby

laser (~= 0.6943 #m) and radiation at the second

harmonic of the ruby laser emission are used as a

light source for the interferometer. Length of the

iight source pulse T= 25 ns corresponds to the

puise length of the ruby laser before transmission

through the pulse forming system. The EOP is syn-

chronized with the subsequent process with the aid

of an RLP triggered by radiation emission frcm the

basic neodymium iaser which is used for the forma-

tion of the scan pulse for EOP as in the work des-

cribed in Ref. 64.

Simultaneously with the recording of inter-

ferograms with an image converter streak camera in

this experiment utiiized is high-speed frame inter-

ferometry
10,65 whose fundamental aim is the symmetry

control of the plasma sphere which together with

interest of its own (analysis of target heating sym-

metry) is very important from the point of view of

correctness of reduction of interfetogrems recorded

with the image converter streak camera. 64’66 In

frame recording of the interferogramb time resolu-

tion - 10-2 cm and time intervals between fremes.are

1.5 ns with number6f frames equal to 7.

Analysis of the evolution of plasma density in

the corona on the basis of interfercsnetric measure-

ments makes possibie investigation of the mechanism

of plasma abiation caused by the action of the reac-

tive pressure pulse of the corona and estimation of

the effectiveness of using target mass for Its ther-

monuclear compression and heating. Canparison of

the results of measurement with corresponding ccin-

putations is very useful for the determination of

the cc+npression of dense piasma core.
3,10

Spectroscopy in the regime of vacuum UV radia-

tion (x= 50-1000 ~) is used to investigate the

line emission from plasma for diagnostics in the
21

region ne>lo CM-3 and, together with interfer-

ometry in this range, makes It possible to investi-

gate the time and spatial structures of the density

prof i le. For diagnostic purposes a spectrograph

Is used with tangential incidence
67

(angles of inci-

dence 86°, 88°, and 89°; radius of Rowlandls circle

2000 m) and diffract’ion (reflection) grating .

covered with gold and platlnum.

The diagnostics of radiation emission frcm

plasma in the regime of soft x-rays (A= I to 10~)

include means for recording iine

gathering fwusing spectrographs

tals as in the schemes of Johann

emission and iight-

with concave crys-

and Kosh.a.6’-fi

.

.

.

.
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Its purpose is to investigate temperature, plasma

density, and plasma ionization state in different

regions of the target.

For plasma diagnostics in the continuum x-ray

emission with high spatial resolution (- 10#m at

the obJectlve) used are multichannel pinhole cam-
eras14,38,72

which record radiation on a special

photoemulsion, of the type UV-VR73’74 after It is

filtered through absorbers of different densities.

This method Is one of the ways to measure the magni-

tude of the ccinpression in the dense target core
38

and allows, In principle, measurement of spatial

distribution of density and temperature up to ne
~lo25 ~-3

Fundamental disadvantages of this

methodology IImlting its applications are the very

low Ilght-gathering power of the system (10-4 to

10-5) and absence of time resolution.

To Increase the Ilght-gathering power and to im-

prove spatial resolution of the diagnostics systems

of the DELFIN facility a special mirror focusing sys-

tem of crystal-analyzers bent at the P-order sur-

faces75 Is used allowing to Increase the light gather-

ing power to 10-2
-3

to 10 . Development of this sys-

tem made it possible to realize x-ray diagnostics of

the laser plasma with time resolution -0.6 ns. In

It the photography of plasma in the Ilght of specific

x-rays can be acccxnpl Ished both In the frame-imaging

mode, using special lines of the optical delay and

of the Pockels cell synchronized with the heating

laser pulse with the ald of RLP, and in the image

converter streak camera mcde. A special fast scln-

ti I lator76 (luminescence time ‘0.6 ns) is used In

these methods to transform x-ray radiation into

1[ght.

Another x-ray spectroscopy method that allows

laser plasma observations with time resolution 1s

the recording of x-ray emission with the ald of co-

axial ,photoelements of the type considered in Refs.

6 and 77. in our case a gold foil of 200-#m thick-

ness is the cathode of the photoelement . Time

resolution Is -0.7 ns.

Multichannel, high-sensitivity scintillation

detectors are employed to record hard x-ray emission

(kV> 50 keV), which contains Information about fast

(superthermal) electrons in the plasma. A plastic

stint i I lato#8 (2% terphenyl + 0.02,% ROROR in poly-

sterol) with luminescence time of - 3 to 4 ns is

usad to transform x-ray emission into light and to

obtain time resolution fo the system.

Neutron measurements and Ion probe detectors 56

are employed for particle diagnostics. Ion probe

detectors are intended for measurement of spectral

composition of ions emitted frcm the plasma in the

ion energy range I to 100 keV. Neutron diagnostics

Include neutron time-of-flight measurements with

neutron sclnthl Iation detectors
10,12

and quantitative

measurements of neutron beams emitted frcm.the plasma
II

with nuclear photoemulslon and activation counters

(indlum and silver). A special place here Is occu-

pied by the compression diagnostics from spectral

composition and ratio of the quant[ty of DO neutrons

to DT-type neutrons generated In the deuterium plas-
ma.12,58

Special sclntlllator detectors of very

high sensitivity having time resolution of -3 ns

are used for this purpose; this allows sufficiently

accurate measurements of the spectra and quantities

of 00 and DT neutrons at the level of 107 to 1010

neutrons per burst.
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LIMITS OF POSSIBILITIES FOR HEATING SPHERICAL

TARGETS WITH LASER RADIATION*

In the maJority of Investigations of laser-lnl-

tlated thermonuclear fusion (LTS) prlnclpal atten-

tion is devoted to the study of physical processes

occuring in thernxmuclear plasma
8-11,22-26

during

heating with high-energy light radiation and to the

achievement of physical Iy useful thermonuclear ener-

gy yield. 12-16 In these studies it is assumed as a

rule that the laser beam parameters are such as to

assure sufficient energy deposition in the absorp-

tion zone and the question of the possibility of

attaining such required regime of (laser) facility

operation Is not considered.

To assess the prospects of one or another ap-

proach to LTS,lt Is necessary to analyze the possl-

blllties for attaining a parameter overlap between

the laser-target system and the laser beam radiation.

In the existing literature the problem of attainable

limits in the concentration of laser radiation on

the target surface has not been considered. Esti-

mates obtained in Ref. 3 were based on Ideal ized

values of radiation parameters,whlch can be barely

realized with great effort in the most simple single

lasers. In multibeam laser systems used for spheri-

cal heating of plasma, It Is not possible to achieve

such careful adjustments and correlations of the

temporal and spatial structure of radiation in all

the beams; this leads to significant departures of

radiation parameters frcxn their ideal values and

thus significantly limits the range of applicability

of different LTS concepts.

We will now examine the question of attainable

limits [n spherical irradiation of plasma with high-

energy laser pulses~taking Into account the real is-

tlcally attainable values of radiation parameters. 17

The limiting value of the brightness B of
pr

laser radiation with total energy EL and a total

output cross-section area of the active medium, S,

for the pulse length T Is related to the intensity

= EL/S, and beam divergences by
cpr

B =C pr/(Tra% .
pr (1)

On the other hand, using the Lagrange-Helmholtz the-

orem, the laser brightness B can be expressed In

terms of parameters describing radiation at the tar-

get of radius r. in the followlng form:

B= EL/(16#’t~Tr2) . (2)

[n expression (2) account is taken of the fact that

the full solld angle of the radlatlon convergence

onto the target frmn the last ccinponent of the fo-

cusing optics,whlch has a transmission coefficient

~ and occupies a sphere of radius equal to the focal

length with a fill coefficient ~, equals 4~. Ob-

viously>the Inequality B s B Is a condition for
pr

an effective plasma heating.

We will now make a few ccmnnents about the quan-

tities sand c The divergence of the laser radla-
pr”

tion at the output 1s determined by the quality of

the optical medium (optical Inhomogenelty, double

refraction, Internal flaws, etc.) and errors In

surface finish of optical elements (deviations of

shapes of working surfaces from prescriptions, im-

perfect alignment, wedge effects, polishing, etc.).

An Increase In laser energy is accompanied by an

increase of the optical path in the active medium, L,

and an increase of the number of optical surfaces,

N which lead to worsening laser beam divergence.
P’

Concerning the volume quality of the optical

medium, It is appropriate to consider that the main

reason for the Increasing angular beam divergence is

the optical distortion of active laser elements at

the time of optical pumping
27,28

caused by the non-

uniform heating of the rods, and connected with it,

thermal distortions of the rods and fluctuations in

the refraction Index n. Note that when the distor-

tion is sufficiently synwnetric, the distortion effect

of the propagating wave front baccines equivalent to

*Translators note: This section is translated from
FIAN USSR Preprint No. 151 (1976), ‘!High Energy
Laser Thermonuclear Facility ‘Delfln!” by N. G.
8asov, O. N. Krokhin, Yu. A. Mikhailov, G. V. Skliz-
kov, S. 1. Fedotov. Preprint No. 151 Is a less de-
tailed description of the DELFIN facility than the
one provided in Preprint No. 74 and translated in
full; however, material in this section is not con-
tained In Preprint No. 74, and therefore is appended
here for the sake of completeness.
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the action of scme positive or negative lens
28,29

which can be compensated for, to greater or lesser

degree, with the addition of supplementary optical
30

elements at the output end.

On the other hand, small fluctuations In the

surface finish of the optical elements capable of

increasing beam divergence substantially cannot be

compensated for, and their effect on the beam diver-

gence is determined only by the number of surfaces

and the quallty of finish.

To estimate the effects of the optical surface

ImperfectIons at some reference distance O leading

to wavefront deformation and to beam dlvergence,one

can use the concept of an “effective lens” and

wr I te

[

4A
a . arctg Y (n2 - 1nl)~ , (3)

I

where n, and nz are indices of refraction of optical

media separated by a surface with imperfections Ao

and the factor N~/2 accounts In the mean square

sense for the cumulative effect of individual im-

perfections considered as randcin variations. To ob-

tain numerlcai estimates, A. can be taken to be

equal to the mean surface deviation of the optical

element frcm the sphere or the plane}whlch in optics

Is usually expressed in terms, of the number of inter-

ference rings or fringes, AN. In accordance with

tolerances for reflecting surfaces of mirror-prism
31

systems, we choose AN = 0.5 (high-accuracy group)

which corresponds to Iimlts attainable in routine

finishing of a large number of optical surfaces in

the laser system.

For a multibeam laser system of the kind des-

cribed in Refs. 2, 3, and 5 containing nk stages

with number of surfaces In the stage m = N /n andpk
the amplification coefficient for the stage k the

overal I number of surfaces In each beam depends on

the total system output energy in the following way:

Np= &tn (Ep/cprSo) ,

where So-cross-section area of the I ight beam at

4)

the

entrance to the first amplification stage. It should

be noted that the high-energy amplification stages of

the DELFIN facility are constructed In accordance

with such principle and satisfy estimate (4).

[n the following analysls of beam divergence

considered are lasers with rod (m = 10) and disk (m

= 34) amplifiers. In the analysls of the system with

rod ampllflerszit Is assumed that active elements

have the same length L = (/,n k)/K = 560 mm (K - gain

coefficient per unit Iength) and diameter of 45 nwn,

which corresponds to maximum allowable output energy

of - 50 J at the exit from the first amplification

stage In a nanosecond interval. [n the computations

the value k = 3 Is used,whlch is characteristic for

active elements with the above dimensions made of

GLS-I glass In the saturated gain regime (flux den-

sity q z [ GW/cm2). The value m = 10 is chosen on

the basis of experimental data
2,3

and consistently

with the construction scheme of the amplification

stages of the DELFIN f.aclllty.

For the laser system of the type described In

Ref. 7 with disk amplifiers of active thickness,
I/2

and aperture Do = 2(SD/fi) , the number of optical

surfaces (NPD) In the channel Increases relatlve to

the rod system (NP5) approximately as

&=(‘W(+d+kc)~
(5)

It should be noted that with Increasing apertures of

optical elements the Imperfect Ions In their manufac-

ture increase as also do distortion of the optical

elements caused by their own weights. The result is

a 2 to 3 times worse beam divergence for disk systems

than for rod systems.

With respect to the allowable beam lntenslty In

the optical medium, we note that its magnitude de-

pends essentially on the parameters of the ampllfled

pulse and, most of all, on its length that determines

the relevant mechanlsm,whlch Ilmlts the attainable

flux density in the medium. Thus for very short

pulses with length T= 10-12 to 10-10 s the Iimitlng

mechanism Is self-focusing of laser radlatlon, and

for 7= 10-8 to 10-7 s,the mechanism Is disturbance

of optical surfaces. Experimental data obtained

for Nd-glass In different installations
32

suggest

the followlng expression to approximate the depen-

dence of Cpr(T) In the Interval T = 10-“ to 10-7 s:

.

.

cpr
~coT*”2 , (6)
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.

where [cpr]= J/cm*, Co = 3 J/cm* , T* = nondimensional

time (T* = T/To; To = 10-9 s). Substituting expres-

sions for a, N , and e Into Eqs.
pr

(1) and !2), the

Inequality BSpBpr can be rewritten in the form

r>r

Ao(n2 - n, )E[/2 t~/2 (EL/eo7*1 /2So)m/4n k

n ,DT*i /4 (lr~co~) 1/2
, cm.

(7)

The expression thus obtained imposes a lower bound

on the radius of the target, which can be heated by

a laser beam wlthoqt losses connected with the im-

possibility to concentrate light energy in very

small volumes with the exlstlng optics.

On the other hand, effective heating of plasma

to temperatures which ensure specific energy per

unit mass c with effectiveness ~ of energy conver-

sion frcm laser radiation into thermal, and with

the coefficient Y giving the fraction of volume of

(4/3) r3 occupied by the target matter of denslty~

PO Is possible only If the condltlon

()
3EL~ I/3

r=r=—
2 4Tpoye (8)

IS satlsfled; this is an upper bound on the allow-

able target radius.

Families of curves, r , *(EL) delineating ad-

mlssable ranges of thermonu~lear target slzes,whlch

can be heated In laser facll itles with rod elements

with m = 10 and with energy up to 5 x 107 J,are

given In Fig. 1. In Fig. I and In what follows ~,
L

Is the normalized laser energy EL = EL/eprSo (SO

=16 cm2, corresponding to a Ilght beam of diameter

45 nun, light intensity is taken to bee = 3 J/cm*,
pr

and pulse length T= I ns). Dashed curves corres-

pond to bounds on the radius of glass (PO = 2.5

g/cm3) mlcroballcms (r =rn). Used as a parameter

here is the coefficient Y t~at varies between the

limits of 0.2 and 0.005,which for r = 500~m corres-

ponds to wall thicknesses in the range I to 30~m.

Dash-dot curve corresponds to r-(~, ) for solid tar-
ZL

get (Y= 1) of frozen DT (Po= 0.25 g/cm3

parameter for solid curves, which define

energy concentration in the target (r z r

. The

Imlt of

), Is the

I

Id 1(? IK? X@ Id I@

Normalized Laser Energy Er

Fig. 1. Dependence of llmitlng values, r (—) and
Arz(---), of target radius on Ias r energy

for the system with active elements in the
form of 45-mm-diam rods. For AN = 0.5;
Al is T=0.5ns, Bl is T=2ns, Cl is
T= 10 ns, D{ is T= 102 ns. El iS ‘T

= 0.5 ns with AN = 0.1. With P. = 2.5 g/cm3
and C= 108 J/g, A2 Is Y= 5 x 10-3, B2 is
Y= 10-2, C2 is Y= 5x 10-2, and 02 is Y
=2 XI0-I. With P. = 0.25 g/cm3 and e

109 J/g, E2 is Y= 100. Cross-hatched
region is the range of admissible values
of target radius in the case “CI - D2!f.

pulse length varying from ‘r= 0.5 ns to ?= [00 ns.

Fran Fig. I it is clear that with Increasing energy

of the laser system, the range of allowable values

of r narrows and there exists a certain Iimitng

value E~ determined by the transcendental equation

A.
~ (n2 - nl)tn

I/2

‘1 ()3 cc
I/3

1/2 T* ’/4
‘~ 4

(~.$eo)
(po7e) [’3 “

(9)

Thus obtained expression makes it possible to analyze

the Influence of different

of achievable energy. For

system with m = 34, 4, = 50

factors on the magnitude

example, for a disk laser

mm and Do = 300 mm, the
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ultimately achievable energy during heating of micro-

balloon targets (Y= 5 x 10-3) with a laser pulse

T= 2-ns long Is E~= 6 x 105 J, which, by ccm-

parlson, is an order of megnltude lower than the

energy achievable In the case when active rod ele-

ments are used with m = 10; Do = 45 m (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2 also Illustrates advantages of microbal loon-

type targets with respect to the attainment of high-

er values of Err: decreasing Yfrcin 2 x 10-1 to

5x [0-3, for example, allows EL to increase 200-

foid.

in rod laser systems It appears expedient to

increase rod diameters while keeping length of ac-

tive elements constant. However, not much gain can

be made along this direction because, first of all,

the rod pumping effectiveness decreases drastically

with increasing diameter above 60 nm (for existing

types of glass, e.g. GLS-I ), and second, the depen-

dence of ~Lr on diameter is not sufficiently strong.

Thus for a fourfold increase in the cross-sectional

T.zns
C = 3 J/~2

V= 5 X:IO-2
&=8x 10-1
C=6X 10-I —.

,0

1(? d u+ I(P
Normalized Laser Energy

,

Fig. 2. ccsnparlson of dependencies of limiting
values rl(— ) and r2(---) of target ra-
dius on laser energy for facilities with
rod (m = 10; Do = 45 mm) and disc (m = 34,
Do = 300 nwn) active elements. Al IS m
=34, ~=300mm, AN=i; Blis m= 34,
Do= 300iNn, AN = 0.5; Cl Is m = 10, Do
=45mm, AN=0.5; Dlism =10, DO=45
m-n, AN =0. 1; A21s Y=5x10-3; B iS

?Y= 5x 10_2; andC2isy=2 XIO-.

area of the active element the (u’ltlmateiy) attain-

able laser energy only doubles.

it appears most fruitful to utilize optimal tar-

get constructions to increase the ultimately attain-

able energy. As it turns out, from the point of view

of achieving limiting values of target heating, micro-

balioon targats possess a number of advantages in

comparison with solid spharical targets. We will

consider them in more detail. In Fig. 3 are shown

the dependencies of ~~r on the length of the laser

pulse, on the target wall thickness b related to the

target fill Yby the relations Y= 3(6/r)[l - (6/r)

+ (62/3r2)], and on the lnltlal target density Po.

Continuous curvas correspond to the dependence

~pr(T) for disk and rod systems, dotted curva gives

~rEL (po))and dash-dot curves e E~(T) for active rod

elements. These results (see also Fig. 1) clearly

illustrate the hopelessness of the approach to lasar-

Initiated fusion problems within the framework of a

model based on the isentropic compression of a homo-
12

geneous target. Utilization of nonhoinogeneous

Target Material Density, Po, g/cm3

~rI Is Id 1(?
I@ /

>
m .

k IC? -—–-
5
L
al
m

: Id –.

c.-
+.-
E

.

1 /
1$

~ .
*

~ ,$

z t=8xi0-i
~=6x 10-1
~ = 3 J/cm2

1$ -
AN= 0.5

1~1 IS 1$ Id

Pulse Length, T, ns; Normalized FIii Coeff. 102Y

Fig. 3. Dependence of Iimltlng laser energy on tar-
get fill coefficient (—), target mate-
rial density P. (---), and iasar pulse
length T(—. —). Al Ism= 10, Do=
45mn, ~=lns; A21sm= 34, Do=300rInn,
T= ins; Bism=lO, Do =45rmn, r=lns,
Y= IO-2. With m = 10 and Do = 45 mm, Cl
is Y= 10-2 C2 is Y= 5x 10-2, and C3 Is
y= 2 x 10-’1.
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.

mlcrobal loon targets
13-16

allows a substantial ad-

vance along the road toward experimental real lza-

tion of laser-lnltlated fusion. Also, in this case

the situation may be improved by slmultanaously

changing several variables present in Eq. (9) to

assume more favorable values. In the case of mlcro-

balloon targets the pulse length may reach [ to 102

ns; parameter Y, depending on target construction

can, in principle, be made sufficiently small, e.g.,

10-’ to 10-3. In addition one can count’ on certain

reduction In the required Internal plasma energy be-

cause of optimal distribution of density and tem-

perature during final compression stage. In this

way, In the construction of high-energy laser sys-

tems for the Iaser-induced fusion It becomes

necessary to Increase T and to decrease Y and P.

which favors targets with sufficiently thin and

light spherical walls.

In concluding this section, we remark about the

specific characteristics of laser systsxns with C02

gas for active madlum. Except for the mechanisms

of radiation absorption and heat conduction in the

target which we will not c~nsider, considerations

similar to the above presented can be extended to

C02 lasers. However, bacausa of the fact that the

allowable beam Intensity in the optical medium used

in C02 lasers Is several ;Imes lower 33 than in Nd-

glass lasers, the requirements on the parameter

are correspondingly more restrictive.
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